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Abstract 
Anstee, R.P., Minimum vertex weighted deficiency of (g,f)-factors: A greedy algorithm, Discrete 
Applied Mathematics 44 (1993) 247-260. 
The following degree constrained subgraph problem is considered. Let G=(V,E ) be a multigraph 
possibly with loops, For each vE V we have lower and upper bounds g(v),f(v) on the degrees of the 
subgraph and costs below(v), above(v) for exceeding the bounds. The (vertex weighted) deficiency of a 
subgraph H of G is the sum of the costs of violations of the degree constraints namely the sum for each 
VE V of below(v) times max{O,g(v-deg,,(v)} plus above(v) times max(O,deg~v)~f(v)}. We assume 
below(v),above(v)>O. The problem of finding a minimum deficiency fractional subgraph (allowing 
fractional edges) is a network flow problem. Our main result is a greedy algorithm to transform an 
optimal fractional subgraph of special structure into a minimum vertex weighted deficiency subgraph. 
The algorithm is strongly polynomial. Some consequences of these ideas are presented including a 
generalization to convex costs. 
K~yvvords. (gJ)-factors, matching theory, deficiency, degree 
1. Introduction 
This paper considers the problem of seeking a degree constrained subgraph of a 
given graph and, when one does not exist, seeking a subgraph of the given graph 
whose degrees are closest in some sense to satisfying the degree constraints. 
Let G = (V, E) be a multigraph possibly with loops where the multiplicity of e E E 
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is denoted A(e). It is convenient to represent a subgraph of G as a vector x= 
(x(e): e EE) where 
0 I x(e) I n(e), Ve E E, (1.1) 
x(e) E Z, VeeE. (1.2) 
We can then define the degree in the subgraph x at u E V as 
c&,(u) = -W, u) + c x(u, u) (1.3) 
u:(u,V)EE 
where we count edges with multiplicity and loops count 2 towards the degree. We are 
given lower and upper bounds for deg,(o), namely integral vectors g= (g(u): u E V), 
f = (f (u): u E V) which to avoid trivialities satisfy 
0 I g(u) 5 f(u) I dego(u), f(u) 2 1, Vu E I’, (1.4) 
Then a (g, f)-factor is a subgraph x satisfying 
g(u) I deg,(u) 5 f(u), Vu E T/. (1.5) 
Effective algorithms for finding a (g, f )-factor or showing that none exists can be 
found in Urquhart [13], Anstee [l] and others. For each vertex u we may charge a 
subgraph x for violating (1 S) where each vertex u has two weights below(u), above(u) 
to charge differentially depending on which inequality in (1.5) is violated. Let the 
(weighted) deficiency of x at u be: 
G,(u;x;f,g) = max{O,deg,(u)-f(u)} *above(u) 
+ max{O,g(u) - deg,(u)} . below(u). 
(This extends notation of Lo&z and Plummer [lo].) We assume 
above(u) > 0, below(u) > 0. 
We let the deficiency of x be 
&(x;f, g) = “& &(u;x;J; g) 
and then the minimum (weighted) deficiency is 






where the minimum is taken over all subgraphs x satisfying (1. I), (1.2). The deter- 
mination of S,(f,g) and a minimum deficiency subgraph is the main contribution 
of this paper. Note also that multiple edges and loops are handled in a way that still 
yields a strongly polynomial algorithm. 
In the case above(u)= below(u)= 1 for all DE V, we have the usual (unweighted) 
deficiency problem and we will drop the subscript c from 6. Algorithms for this case 
were explored by Hell and Kirkpatrick [7,8]. 
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Remark 1.1. S(f, g) = S,(f, g) if for all u E V, below(v) = 1 and above(u) L 1. 
Proof. This is a variant of [lo, Theorem 10.2.51. Delete edges from x until deg,(u) 5 
f(o). 0 
The case above(o) = 0 (respectively below(o) = 0) can be handled by making f(u) 
large (respectively g(u) = 0). 
The problem of seeking a (g,f)-factor of zero deficiency was first solved theoreti- 
cally by Tutte [12] (for g =f) and Lovasz [9]. Algorithmic solutions were provided 
by Urquhart [13] with more efficient solutions obtained by Gabow [6] and others, 
[l]. The deficiency problem, studied by Lovasz, has efficient algorithms due to 
Gabow [6] and Hell and Kirkpatrick [8], and others. Our approach in this paper not 
only extends deficiency to weighted deficiency but also achieves strongly polynomial 
bounds. 
The approach we take to S,(f,g) is to focus attention on the fractional version 
of the problem namely dropping the integrality requirement (1.2). This approach is 
not new in matching problems, e.g. [5]. We denote the fractional problem using a 
superscript * for 6 in (1.6), (1.8), (1.9) so that for example the minimum fractional 
(weighted) deficiency is 
CYf, 8) = min C(x;f, s) (1.10) 
X 
where the minimum is taken over all fractional subgraphs x satisfying (1.1). The 
fractional problem can be solved using network flows. 
Remark 1.2. S,(f, g) 2 S,*(f, g). 
The difference S,(f, g) - Sr(f, g) will be called the integrality gap. Section 2 studies 
S*(f,g), the determination of a specially structured optimal fractional subgraph, 
and cases where the integrality gap is zero. 
Section 3 contains the main result of this paper, namely an algorithm for taking 
an optimal solution to the fractional problem (S,*(f; g)) and transforming it into an 
optimal solution for the integral problem (S,(f; g)) by a greedy approach. A simple 
optimality criterion for the integral problem (Theorem 3.1) is a crucial tool. The 
result is a strongly polynomial algorithm for S,(f,g). 
Section 4 considers the problem of a minimum cost subgraph where the cost of 
the degree at a vertex is a convex function (with integer breakpoints). 
We will use the following notation. Let GgZf denote the subgraph induced by 
those vertices u with f(u) = g(o). 
2. Optimal fractional subgraphs 
We can find a minimum deficiency fractional factor using network flows. The in- 
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tegrality theorem of network flows plus some other transformations enable us to ob- 
tain a specially structured fractional solution. We also consider some cases in which 
the fractional solutions obtained are in fact integral, so solving the original problem 
S,(f;g). The use of network flows in these graph factor problems is hardly new. 
Fulkerson, Hoffman and McAndrew [5] have the first results. Hell and Kirkpatrick 
[8] use a similar network to that described below in determining S(f,g). 
The network flow problem associated with S*(f; g) involves the following digraph 
D = (N, A) with nodes 
N= {dummy} U {R(o): UE V} U {S(o): DE V} (2.1) 
and the set A of arcs given as follows (we have used multiple arcs) 
V(U, u) E E (R(U), S(u)), (R(u), S(U)) both with capacity L(u, u) 
and cost 0, 
Vu E V l (dummy, R(u)), (S(u), dummy) both with capacity 
g(u) and cost -below(u), (2.2) 
l (dummy,R(u)), (S(u), dummy) both with capacity 
f(u)-g(u) and cost 0, 
l (dummy, R(u)), (S(u), dummy) both with capacity 03 
and cost above(u). 
Remark 2.1. A minimum cost circulation c on D yields a minimum deficiency frac- 
tional subgraph x using 
Ve = (u, u) EA x(e) = i (c(R(u), S(U)) + c(R(u), S(u))) (2.3) 
where c(p,q) is the flow on the arc (p,q). 
Proof. If c is optimal then so is cR where 
Ve = (u, u) E E cR(R(u), S(u)) = c(R(u), S(U)), 
Vu E v cR(dummy, R(u)) = c@(u), dummy), 
cR(S(u), dummy) = c(dummy, R(u)). 
(2.4) 
This is essentially c with the flow reversed and the roles of R(u) and S(u) inter- 
changed. Then +(c + cR) is a convex combination of optimal solutions and hence 
optimal. We note using (1.7) that the cost function in D corresponds to the function 
6,*(x;J;g) after adding the constant 1, below(u). g(u) and dividing by two. 0 
Note that our network can essentially be solved as a minimum deficiency sub- 
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graph problem on a special bipartite graph for which specific efficient algorithms 
could be created 181. 
Using the ideas of Fulkerson, Hoffman and McAndrew [5], we obtain specially 
structured optimal fractional subgraphs. 
Proposition 2.2. There is a minimum deficiency fractional subgraph x of G with the 
property that x(e) is integral with the exception of the edges of a set of vertex dis- 
joint odd cycles upon which 2. x(e) is integral and each vertex u on the odd cycles 
has g(u) =f (u) = deg,(u). 
Proof. Using the integrality theorem of network flows and Remark 2.1 we obtain 
a minimum deficiency fractional subgraph x where 2. x(e) is integral. Define y, z 
using 
x(e) =y(e)+z(e), z(e)E{0,1/2), y(e)EZ. (2.5) 
In O(IEl) time, the half edges of z(e) can be partitioned into: 
(i) Trails of half edges beginning and ending at vertices of odd 
degree in 2. z, 
(ii) even length closed trails of half edges, 
(iii) vertex disjoint odd length cycles of half edges. (2.6) 
We use trail to mean no repeated edges, as in Bondy and Murty [3]. By alternately 
adding and subtracting half edges in x along a closed trail in (2.6) (ii), we eliminate 
it without affecting the degree at any vertex. For a trail in (2.6)(i) joining u and v, 
we may alternately add and subtract half edges in x in one of two ways (one of which 
costs the negative of the other so both cost zero) to eliminate it. Consider an odd 
cycleC=v,e,vzez~~~v 2k+l v1 in (2.6)(iii). If g(v,)> deg,(v,), then alternately adding 
and subtracting half edges starting from vt, 
I 
x(e) + l/2, eE: {ei,e3,es, . . ..c2k+J. 
x(e) = x(e)-l/2, eE{e2,e4,...,e2k}, (2.7) 
x(e), otherwise, 
affects only the degree at v1 and so reduces the cost by below( Similarly if 
f(vJ < deg,(vJ we may eliminate C and reduce the cost by above(vJ. Thus we may 
assume that for v E C, g(v) = f (v) = deg,(v). 0 
We may bound the integrality gap using cost as the largest above(v), below(v) 
over all v E V. 
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Corollary 2.3. 
&Ug) 5 @(f,g)+ I VI * cost. 
(2.8) 
Proof. Use Proposition 2.2 and eliminate the remaining odd cycles as in 
(2.7). q 
The use of alternating walks to eliminate the odd cycles is discussed in Section 3. 
Under certain simple assumptions, we can guarantee that there is an integral solu- 
tion to the fractional problem (i.e., the integrality gap is zero). The following is the 
analogue of [2, Theorem 1.31. 
Theorem 2.4. Let G, g, f satisfy one of Properties I, II. Then S,(f;g) =6,*(J;g). 
Property I: Gf=s is bipartite. 
Property II: f = g, S*(f; g) + C u E y f (v) E 0 (mod 2), and every pair of vertex dis- 
joint odd cycles are joined by an edge. 
Proof. Using the x of Proposition 2.2, we see that Property I ensures there are no 
odd cycles of half edges and so x is integral. Property II contains parity conditions 
which force there to be an even number of odd cycles. We need to appeal to Cor- 
ollary 3.2 to ensure that 6*(x;J;g) = S*(f,g). The odd cycles can be matched in pairs 
with an edge e joining them and then eliminated as in [5] by either subtracting or 
adding one from x(e) depending on whether x(e)>0 or x(e)<A(e) and then using 
(2.7) or a variant on the pair of cycles. 0 
3. The fractional to integral algorithm 
Let us first explore the surprising result that an obvious local optimality yields op- 
timality of integral solutions. Later we use it to prove that a certain greedy algorithm 
transforms an optimal fractional subgraph to an optimal subgraph. Define an aiter- 
nating walk starting with subtraction to be a walk (repeated edges allowed) 
v,elv2e2v3e3...e,_Iv,, (3.1) 
where we may alternately subtract and add edges along the walk namely if we define 
y@)(e) = x(e) - ) (i: ei = e, i odd, is t} 1 
+ [(i: e;=e, i even, ilt}l, (3.2) 
then y(‘) is still a fractional subgraph of G for 1% ts n. The walk ends with addi- 
tion or subtraction according as n is odd or even. A similar definition for walks 
starting with addition holds by reversing parity. This version of alternating walks 
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is essentially the same as the augmenting paths in Hell and Kirkpatrick [8] and the 
walks in [l]. 
Let u be a deficient vertex with deg,(u) < g, (respectively deg,(u) >f,). 
We may use an alternating walk algorithm [2] to determine the vertex partition 




u reachable from u by alternating walks starting 
with addition (respectively subtraction) and ending 
with addition}, 
u reachable from u by alternating walks starting (3.3) 
with addition (respectively subtraction) and ending 
with subtraction}, 
T, = B\A, U,=AflB, L,= V\(AUB). 
We will be using more than this basic partition in what follows. The algorithm 
creates a tree of vertices and pseudonodes either rooted at u or a pseudonode with 
u as its base. The vertices form S and T and the pseudonodes contain the vertices 
of U. Components of U in G - S - T may contain more than one pseudonode. The 
paths referred to in (3.3) are constructed from the tree edges and edges internal to 
the pseudonode. 
For a deficient vertex u let 
cost(u) = 1 above(u), if deg,(u)>f(u), below(u), if deg,(o)<g(o). (3.4) 
Then we say that a fractional subgraph x is locally optimal if it is locally optimal 
for each deficient vertex v namely 
for u E T, U U, deg,(u) 5 g(u) and below(u) L cost(o), 
for w E S, U U, deg,(w) of and above(w) r cost(u). 
(3.5) 
Remarkably, local optimality guarantees optimality. This result, stated in the fol- 
lowing theorem, generalizes slightly the optimality criteria of Hell and Kirkpatrick 
for S(f,g) [7, Lemma 2.61. 
Theorem 3.1. A subgraphsx is a minimum deficiency subgraph if and only if x is 
locally optimal. 
Proof. Assume x is optimal. Let u E T, U U, for a deficient vertex v. If deg,(u) > 
g(u) then we can alternately add and subtract edges along the walk from u to u 
ending in subtraction reducing 6,(x;f, g) by cost(u) if deg,(u) 5 f(u) or by cost(u) + 
above(u) otherwise. If below(u) < cost(u) and deg,(u) 4 g(u), then the above changes 
reduce G,(x;f,g) by cost(u) - below(u). Both cases contradict the optimality of x. 
In a similar way we verify the rest of (3.5) and show that x is locally optimal. 
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Assume x is locally optimal. Let x* be an optimal subgraph as close to x as 
possibly, namely minimizing 
EE lx(e) -x*(41. (3.6) 
Assume x is deficient at u and x* is less deficient at u and that deg,(o)<g(u) (the 
other case deg,(u) >f(o) is similar with deg,*(u) 2 deg,(u)). If no such u, then x is 
optimal. We wish to grow an alternating walk in x starting from u with addition that 
brings x closer to x*. Form a signed multigraph G(x,x*) on the vertices of G with 
for e satisfying x(e)>x*(e), we add x(e) -x*(e) copies of e labelled “-” and for 
e satisfying x(e) <x*(e) we add x*(e) -x(e) copies of e labelled “+“. We grow a trail 
in G(x,x*) starting from u with a “+” edge, whose edges are alternately “+” and 
“-9, . At u there are more “+” edges than “-” edges. Consider what could force 
such a trail to terminate (which it must do). Assume the trail terminates at u in “+” 
having used up all “-” edges at u. This puts u ES, U U, and so deg,(u) rf(u), 
above(u)? cost(u). Also uf u. The number of “+” edges at u must exceed the 
number of “-” edges at u and so deg,,(u)>deg,(u). But now the changes in the 
trail applied in reverse to x* bring x* closer to x (reduce (3.6)) and preserve optimali- 
ty (cost reduced by at least above(u) -cost(u)) contradicting the choice of x*. 
If the trail terminates at u in “-” then u E T, U U, and so deg,(u)<g(u), be- 
low(u) 2 cost(u). Since the number of “-” edges at u equals or exceeds the number 
of “+” edges with equality only if u = u, then deg&)rdeg,(u) but then uf u. 
Thus deg,,(u) <g(u). Hence the changes applied in reverse to x* bring x* closer to 
x and reduce the cost by at least below(u) - cost(u), contradicting the choice of x*. 
Hence there is no such u and so x is optimal. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Zf d,(x;.L g) = S,(f, g) then 6CxG.L 8) = &f,g). 
Proof. If x is locally optimal for any above(u), below(u), then x remains locally op- 
timal for above(u) = below(u) = 1. 0 
Our algorithm for converting an optimal fractional subgraph into an optimal sub- 
graph begins with a subgraph x with the special structure of Proposition 2.2, that 
is also locally optimal. 
Remark 3.3. A minimum deficiency fractional subgraph x with a deficient vertex 
u has U,=0 in (3.3). 
Proof. Let P be a pseudonode found by the alternating walk algorithm. There is 
an alternating walk W from u to the true base, vertex b of P starting with the ap- 
propriate operation (to reduce G(u;x;f, g)) and ending with subtraction or addition. 
In the case of subtraction there is an alternating walk W’ from b to b starting and 
ending in addition entirely in P. Now performing the standard changes given by W 
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(as in (3.2)) and then in W’ using half edges instead of whole edges we leave deg,(u) 
unchanged for u E V\ u and decrease G(o;x;f, g). If u E P, then u is the true base of 
P and W= 0. A similar argument holds in the case of addition. 0 
Let x be a minimum deficiency fractional subgraph with the special structure of 
Proposition 2.2. Then x is locally optimal. Let Ci, C,, . . . , C, be the odd cycles of 
half edges. For each Ci, apply the alternating walk algorithm of [l] from C; to ob- 
tain Si, T, U;, Lj (defined as in (3.3)). We may eliminate C, without creating defi- 
ciency unless 
(i) C;cLj, j-l,2 ,..., t, i#j, 
(ii) deg,(o) I g(u) for u E 7; U Vi, (3.7) 
(iii) deg,(o) >~(IJ) for u E Si U U;. 
We will assume (3.7) holds for i = 1,2, . . . , t (otherwise alter x until it does). To 
eliminate the (remaining) odd cycles if any we must create deficiency but we do SO 
in the cheapest possible way. Namely for C, let 
mincost = min(min{above(u): ueS,U Ur}, 
min{below(w): WE Ti U U,}} (3.8) 
and let u be a vertex achieving equality so that either u E S, U Vi and above(u) = 
mincost or u E T, U U, and below(u) = mincost. In the former case, augment along 
the alternating walk W from Ci to u ending in addition and alternately add and 
subtract half edges around C, (as in (2.4)) so that we have eliminated Ci yet only 
changed the degree at u. The latter case is similar. We call this the greedy way to 
eliminate an odd cycle. 
We now prove that the resulting fractional subgraph remains locally optimal and 
satisfies (3.7) only using (3.7) and the assumption that x is locally optimal. Then we 
may inductively eliminate all odd cycles in this greedy way and obtain an optimal 
subgraph x by Theorem 3.1. A sequence of lemmas is required. Let Def(x) be the 
vertices which are deficient in x. Let x’ be the subgraph resulting from the changes 
around C, and along W. For each w E Def(x) we compute S,, T,, U,,,, L, in x. For 
each w E Def(x) U {u} = Def(x’) we must recompute S;, Tk, Uk, LL in x’ by our 
algorithm. 
Lemma 3.4. S, = Sh, T, = T,‘, U, = Ui. 
Proof. In x’ we can start an alternating walk from u and undo the changes along W 
and then go around C, in any of the possible ways so that we can grow our walk from 
C, as we did in x. Thus Si G S: U U:, T, G T,‘U U:, U, G U:. But growing an alter- 
nating walk from u in x’ is just extending W in x. Thus Sk c Si U U,, Ti G T, U U,, 
Uic U,. The result holds. 0 
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Remark 3.5. The fractional subgraph x’ is locally optimal at u. 
Proof. The choice of v in x ensures this using Lemma 3.4. 0 
A type of computability exists between the quadruples SL, TL, U& L: for UE 
Def(x’), namely for r,sEDef(x’): $\L~c Si, T:\L:c q’, U:\L~C U,‘. 
Lemma 3.6. For u E Def(x), S: \ L: c S:, Ti \ L: c T:, and hence Ui\ LL C Ud. 
Proof. Let PE SL fl (TiU Vi) (respectively Tin (Sl U Ui)) and let W, be an alter- 
nating walk from u to p starting so as to reduce 6,(u;x’;f,g) and ending in addi- 
tion (respectively subtraction). Without loss, we may assume that p is the only 
vertex of W, in SL tl (T,‘U UL) or Tdfl (S: U UJ since otherwise we can take the 
first such vertex in W, as p. Also, because p E SL (respectively Ti) we may assume 
p occurs only once in W,. Let W, be an alternating walk from u to p starting so as 
to reduce G,(u;x’;J;g) and ending in subtraction (respectively addition). If W, and 
W, have no common edges then W, plus the reversal of W, puts u ES; U Ui with 
deg,(u)<g(u) or u E TiU UL with deg,(u)>f(u), contradicting (3.7) using Lem- 
ma 3.4. Thus, let q be the last vertex of W,, before the final occurrence of p, which 
satisfies q E W,. Possibly p = q. If q E Sl, U Ti, then q fp and by the choice of p we 
deduce that the subwalk W,(q) from u to q ends in the same operation as the sub- 
walk of W, from u to the last occurrence of q. But then W,(q) plus the walk W,(q) 
(defined as the subwalk of W, from the last occurrence of q to p) yields an alter- 
nating walk from u to p ending in subtraction (respectively addition) contradicting 
that p E S: (respectively Ti). 
Thus we may assume q E I!.$. Then q belongs to a component U:(q) of G - Sl, - Ti. 
Let r be the last vertex on W,(q) which satisfies r E U;(q). Now we can construct an 
alternating walk from u to r using vertices of W,(q) and vertices of U:(q) with the 
walk ending in the appropriate operation (rE UL) so that we may append the sub- 
walk of W,(q) from the last occurrence of r to p. This again gives an alternating 
walk from u to p ending in subtraction (respectively addition), a contradiction. Thus 
p does not exist. 0 
Lemma 3.7. For u E Def(x), Si\ L: c S,‘,, Ti \ LL C T:, and hence UL \ L: C U,l. 
Proof. Same as for Lemma 3.6 interchanging u and u except when appealing to 
(3.7); to get a contradiction use the reversal of the walk so that it goes from u to 
- 
u. u 
Lemma 3.8. For uEDef(x), S~\S,CS:, T,‘\T,GT,: Ui\UuCUia 
Proof. An alternating walk from u that enters SL U Ti U Ui cannot leave without 
violating Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7. 0 
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Moreover such a walk will first enter at a vertex of Sh U Ti and (subsequently) 
will only enter a component of Ui in G - Si - Ti along its stem edge, the edge enter- 
ing the component in the alternating walk tree. 
Lemma 3.9. Let u E Def(x). If an alternating walk from u starting so as to reduce 
G,(u;x’;f,g) in x’ hits W, then cost(u) <cost(o). 
Proof. We may assume that the alternating walk W, from u is also in x. We need 
to show that there is an alternating walk in x from u to u to reduce G,(u;x;f,g) and 
increase G,(u;x;f,g). Then we may deduce cost(u)5 cost(u) by the local optimality 
of x at 2.4. 
Let p be the first vertex on W, that satisfies p E W. Let W first reach p with addi- 
tion in x. If W, reaches p with addition then we can reach u from u as desired. If 
W, reaches p with subtraction then p E U, fl U,. Since we can only enter a compo- 
nent of U, in G - Si - T, along a single stem edge and since both W and W, enter 
the component containing p, we deduce that UE U,. This contradicts (3.7). The 
result is proven. 0 
Lemma 3.10. For u E Def(x), x’ is locally optimal at u. 
Proof. Let u~Def(x). If there is no walk as in Lemma 3.9 then by Lemma 3.8, 
s, = s;, T,, = Tut, U” = u: (3.9) 
and so x’ is locally optimal at u because x is. If there is a walk W as in Lemma 3.9 
then cost(u)lcost(o). But again by Lemma 3.8, x’ is locally optimal at u because 
xis. 0 
Lemma 3.11. Assume x satisfies (3.7). Let S,!, 7;:‘, U;, L: denote the partition of V 
associated with Cj (i#l) in x’. Then (3.7) holds for x’, namely 
(9 Ci c L;, j=2,3 ,..., t, i#j, 
(ii) deg&) 5 g(u) for u E T’U Vi’, (3.10) 
(iii) deg,(w) 2 f(w) for WE$U U,!. 
Proof. From x, we can form a subgraph x* by eliminating the odd cycles Cj 
(i=1,2,..., t) by alternately adding and subtracting half edges around Ci creating a 
vertex of Ci of deficiency 1. NOW since x is locally optimal, then x* is locally op- 
timal with respect to the costs below(u) = above(u) = 1. Thus by Theorem 3.1, 
d(x*,f,g) = S(.Lg). (3.11) 
Assume (3.10) fails for some i. Then we can eliminate Ci without creating deficien- 
cy. Now obtain a subgraph R by eliminating the remaining cycles as above creating 
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one unit of deficiency per cycle. Then 
m?,f;g) < &x*,f,gh (3.12) 
This contradicts (3.11) and so (3.10) holds. 0 
Combining Lemmas 3.5, 3.10, and 3.11 and using the induction described above 
we have verified the validity of the following algorithm for S,(f,g). 
Algorithm 3.12 (Minimum Deficiency Subgraph). 
Step 1. Obtain a fractional subgraph x satisfying 6,*(x;Jg) =6,*(Jg) and the 
properties of Proposition 2.2. 
Step 2. Eliminate any odd cycles of half edges without increasing S,*(f, g) so that 
the remaining odd cycles C,, C,, . . . , C, satisfy (3.7). 
Step 3. For i= 1 to t do the following: Compute S;, 7;:, Vi, Lj, then eliminate C, 
in the greedy way described. 
Without dwelling on the details, the resulting algorithm is strongly polynomial, 
namely its complexity is bounded by a polynomial in ( VI. To see this we see that 
Tardos’ strongly polynomial minimum cost flow algorithm [l l] plus the easy 0( JEl) 
algorithm of Proposition 2.2 does Step 1. Steps 2 and 3 involve using a simple alter- 
nating walk algorithm, O(( V12) per use. 
Specializing our results to the unweighted case (above(o)= below(u)= 1 for all 
u E V) yields an attractive result. 
Theorem 3.13. Let k be the minimum number of vertex disjoint odd cycles of half 
edges in any minimum deficiency fractional subgraph x in the form of Proposi- 
tion 2.2. Then 
Wg) = a*(Ag)+k. (3.13) 
Proof. Simply use our Algorithm 3.12 on x with above(u) = below(u) = 1 for u E 
v. 0 
We note that k can easily be determined by applying Steps 1 and 2 of Algo- 
rithm 3.12. It is remarkable that the value of k does not depend on choices made 
in Steps 1 and 2. 
4. Generalization to convex cost functions 
We can use our techniques to solve the deficiency problem with a more general 
cost function. For each u E V, let cost,: N -+ R be a convex function determining 
the “cost” of the degree at vertex u. In a natural way, cost, extends to a piecewise 
linear function with integer breakpoints. Our problem is to determine a subgraph 
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what happens to g(u), f(u) in this problem? We can interpret [g(u),f(o)] fl Z as the 
minima of cost, in the interval [O,deg,(u)] n Z. We use these derived g(u), f(u) in 
what follows. 
Our Algorithm 3.12 can easily be adapted to this more general problem. The 
minimum cost flow problem of (2. l), (2.2) must be altered so that in effect the arcs 
(dummy,R(o)) and (S(u),dummy) have convex cost cost, which can of course be 
solved with multiple arcs, each of linear cost and certain integral capacities. The 
complexity of solving the flow problem would depend on the number of breakpoints 
in the piecewise linear cost functions. Integrality of the optimal flow follows. Prop- 
osition 2.2 follows using some care in the cost of the paths of (2.6)(i) where we note 
that in the region of interest the costs are a linear function of the degree. (Note that 
for arbitrary convex cost functions, we might be unable to eliminate the path.) 
To use Theorem 3.1 we need to redefine local optimality with x locally optimal 
at a deficient vertex u if one can’t move a unit of deficiency from u to somewhere 
cheaper. We define above(u) as the cost of increasing the degree at u by 1, 
above(u) = cost,(deg,(u) + 1) - cost,(deg,(u)), (4.2) 
and below(w) as the cost of decreasing the degree at w by 1, 
below(w) = cost,(deg,(w) - 1) - cost,(deg,(w)). (4.3) 
Now cost(u) is not given by (3.4) but is the gain from reducing the deficiency at u 
by 1, so 
cost(u) = 
-below(u), if deg,(u)>f(u), 
-above(u), if deg,(u) < g(u). 
(4.4) 
Now the local optimality of (3.5) makes sense. Theorem 3.1 is seen to be true using 
the convexity of cost, so that when we change x* bringing it closer to x the cost is 
reduced by at least the amount given. The remaining lemmas of Section 3 hold with 
the appropriate modifications. This completes our outline of the proof that Algo- 
rithm 3.12 works for convex cost functions too. 
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